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TTouch for You® - Inspiring Self Care 
“Live with Linda” September 28, 2021 - Class Chat 

11:56:31 From Maggy Burrowes to Everyone: Got to eat - will be with you soon :-) 
 
12:09:49 From Anna Oeste to Everyone: please include breath & smile 
 
12:14:43 From Elinor Silverstein to Everyone: electrons have different charges 
 
12:17:21 From Juel Duke to Everyone: do they also have different wave lengths? 
 
12:29:23 From Lesley Holyoake to Everyone: how does the dna become 'twisted'? 
 
12:29:27 From Elinor Silverstein to Everyone: sound, frequency 
 
12:32:52 From Maggy Burrowes to Everyone: sender  also transmitter / emitter 
 
12:49:09 From Anna Oeste to Everyone: we are more than just cells 
 
12:49:26 From Jennifer S. to Everyone: Does the light and Golden Spiral correct any disease?  
How often must it be applied?  Maintained? How do we get the right light and get it into the 
cells?  Through skin?  Fur? 
 
12:50:07 From Elinor Silverstein to Everyone: maybe she can stop screen sharing when they’re 
talking 
 
12:51:47 From Jennifer S. to Everyone: I’d love to try the light therapy with damaged plants, 
too. 
12:52:17 From harrietcowan to Everyone: Is that biomimetics? 
 
12:53:02 From Elinor Silverstein to Everyone: thank your saying this about the laser light 
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12:57:02 From Elinor Silverstein to Everyone: I wonder if gratitude has a frequency that is 
different than other thoughts. Therefore what Denise was saying earlier regarding measuring it 
with DNA could make sense, too 
 
12:58:55 From Jennifer S. to Everyone: Thoughts change the molecular structure in water, so 
they must be able to change the molecular structure in our bodies, something like 87% water 
 
12:59:23 From Elinor Silverstein to Everyone: beautiful 
 
12:59:47 From Dilly B to Everyone: Elinor gratitude has a frequency of 540 MHz xx 
 
12:59:52 From Sara to Everyone: exactly , I was writing the same about water !! 
 
13:00:07 From Elinor Silverstein to Everyone: so awesome, thank you Dilly 
 
13:00:22 From harrietcowan to Everyone: is this the same/similar to the work royal rife did with 
frequencies and health? 
 
13:03:36 From Kirsten to Everyone: Cellular Awakening: How Your Body Holds and Creates 
Light  Wren, Barbara 
 
13:07:14 From Elinor Silverstein to Everyone: can Denise please explain the golden ratio, 
frequency, and 1-1/4 touch again 
 
13:09:43 From Jennifer S. to Everyone: I would love details on type of light, frequency, 
application, etc. 
 
13:12:16 From Lauren Grey to Everyone: 18 x 24 is considered Golden Rule proportions 
 
13:14:06 From harrietcowan to Everyone: Are you talking about chirality? 
 
13:16:15 From megan to Everyone: I have to leave early, (dr app)— this was so fascinating.  
Thanks, Denise! 
 
13:19:50 From Channelle to Everyone: im sorry guys at the hospital with my partner. he has 
bone cancer. its been hard. see u soon. 
 
13:20:52 From Maggy Burrowes to Everyone: That is how qi works 
 
13:23:47 From Juel Duke to Everyone: Denise, have you tried the frequency calculation using 
the total degrees of an approx 1.25 circuits(445) degrees) rather than the nearly 1.25 circuits? 
 
13:24:39 From Elinor Silverstein to Everyone: ooh, interesting question, Juel 
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13:24:49 From Sara to Everyone: pain is just a subjective thing, so it makes sense that for robin 
works slower and for you linda quicker. it is a subjective feeling, this is why is important ask to 
the person what likes better :) 
 
13:25:37 From Elinor Silverstein to Everyone: nice, Sara, we shouldn’t assume, rather, we can 
ask 
 
13:26:42 From Elinor Silverstein to Everyone: tuning forks 
 
13:28:14 From Juel Duke to Everyone: 1.618/445 
 
13:28:47 From Sara to Everyone: yes Denise I am intresting too !! please 
 
13:29:47 From harrietcowan to Everyone: yes please. 
 
13:29:48 From Jennifer S. to Everyone: What is the frequency of sunlight? 
 
13:29:57 From Juel Duke to Everyone: OOPS! I meant to type that on my calculator. 
 
13:30:09 From Katarina Drage   Maine USA to Everyone: thank you Denise...soooooo 
interesting! 
 
13:30:14 From Jennifer S. to Everyone: Is the frequency of sunlight the same as that of the 
healing photon light in Sedona? 
 
13:30:38 From Elinor Silverstein to Everyone: Thank you so much, Denise, so wonderful!!! I 
need to go, another meeting, boo hoo 
 
13:30:59 From Denise Müller to Everyone: juel i will bring it all in the handout :) 
 
13:31:52 From Juel Duke to Everyone: thank you Denise.  I look forward to it am playing with 
numbers right now. 
 
13:32:15 From Dilly B to Everyone: Sorry going to have to go . Really tired tonight. Great 
evening see you all next week xxx 
 
13:39:21 From Denise Müller to Everyone: great juel - i will hurry up :) 
 
13:49:26 From Kirsten to Denise Müller(Direct Message): 
 oh my 
13:57:22 From Sara to Everyone: also doctor Upledger talked about this tecnique:  immagine the 
"laser light" (and we can say ttouch) that go across all your tissutes to go to the pain and work on 
it 
 
14:01:51 From Sara to Everyone: 
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 https://www.iasp-pain.org/publications/iasp-news/iasp-announces-revised-definition-of-
pain/ 
 
14:09:57 From Maggy Burrowes to Everyone: I have just remembered - clapping fibonacci 
rhythms - https://youtu.be/mOMLRMfIYf0 
 
14:16:06 From Lauren Grey to Everyone: Gopher man is here. Must go. Hugs! Thank you 
Denise and all! 
 
14:27:33 From TT Teresa Cottarelli-Guenther Switzerland P/H/M to Everyone: Thank you 
Denise for this super presentation! I love to recognize that Science and spirituality TTOUCH 
each other by living the universal mystery 
 
14:30:09 From Sara to Everyone: Thank you for this Amazing class, for every experience. It's 
time to sleep here, enjoy your day! see you next week! 
 
14:31:54 From Juel Duke to Everyone: Great time.  Hope to be here next week. 
 
14:32:12 From Marnie Reeder to Everyone: Thanks so much, Denise! 
 
14:32:47 From Nancy Lund to Everyone: Thank you, Denise! 
 
14:33:31 From harrietcowan to Everyone: Denise, thank you for all your information and 
ideas.you, but mine is:  928-300-3798 
 


